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It is commonly believed that human-centred design (HCD) approach is very beneficial to inter-
active systems development. However, not much is known about the state of HCD practice in devel-
oping countries, especially the sub-Saharan Africa. This paper explores the state of HCD practice
in three Nigerian software companies. We used the interview technique to explore two key issues.
First, the perception of humans as a component of sociotechnical systems, and second, how HCD
process is being approached in software companies. A cross-case analysis of the three companies
was performed and the usability maturity model-human-centredness scale was used to determine
the state of maturity of the three companies. The outcomes of this study reveal that HCD practice
is currently at the least stage of maturity in the three companies and user involvement is not prac-
ticed in the right manner. The outcomes of the study suggest the need for reflective HCD practice

and localizing human–computer interaction approaches to contexts.

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

• Perception of humans in sociotechnical systems is good but not explicit.
• Aligning perception between actual users and super users.
• Market pressure could push some companies to embrace HCD.
• Implicit use of HCD techniques and low-level familiarity with usability and sociotechnical system the-

ory should encourage the use of action research in companies.
• We provide some reflections regarding the state of HCD practice in three indigenous Nigerian soft-

ware companies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the core design practices, which has emerged in the
field of human–computer interaction (HCI) is human-centred
design (HCD; Moreno et al., 2013). Recently, HCD as a

practice has continued to receive more attention from HCI
and software engineering researchers. The concept of HCD
has been used interchangeably with user-centred design
(UCD) (Law and Lárusdóttir, 2015; Melton et al., 2010), and
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in this study, we would also use UCD and HCD
interchangeably.
As our societies, people and computers have evolved so

quickly and the part played by software systems is crucial, we
cannot undermine the importance of factoring HCD into the
software development processes (Bullinger et al., 2002;
Ogunyemi et al., 2015). HCD as a design method has been
around for over three decades (see (Norman and Draper,
1986)). The method has been largely promoted in the Global
North (Chetty and Grinter, 2007). Nevertheless, the research
community on HCI, HCD and usability seem not to be having
any meaningful look at software development activities in
Africa. The book on global usability (Douglas and Liu, 2011)
revealed that little or nothing is known about the state of
HCD and usability practice in African software development
companies.
There are many benefits of incorporating HCD in the

design and development of software systems. End users enjoy
values such as human-centredness (Rasmussen, 2007), inclu-
siveness (Christensen, 2012; Dubois et al., 2014; Fuchs,
2010), intuitiveness, (Bullinger et al., 2002), accessibility
(Haesen et al., 2008), usability (Lanzilotti et al., 2015), user
experience (Lanzilotti et al., 2015), vitality, independence and
identity (Harper et al., 2008). Software development compan-
ies achieve economic benefits such as improved sales and
users’ productivity (Ardito et al., 2014), improved product
usability and quality (Hussain et al., 2009; Juristo et al.,
2007), reduction in development time, and cost (Lacerda and
von Wangenheim, 2018), and end users’ and customers’ satis-
faction (Hussain et al., 2009; Maguire, 2001). Governments
also benefit from quality software service delivery to the peo-
ple (Axelsson et al., 2010).
Although the benefits of HCD are quite visible, many soft-

ware development companies still produce software systems
and services without taking human cognitive abilities into
consideration (Bullinger et al., 2002). Some development
approaches still perceive the human users as a component that
should be trained to be able to interact with software systems
(Oviatt, 2006). Quite often software reliability, for instance,
may be error-prone and misleading (Shneiderman and Plaisant,
2005), thereby increasing cognitive workload for the human
user (Bødker, 2006). Many software development activities in
various companies seem to be clearly neglecting ‘the ways we
perceive and handle information, go about our work and life,
create and maintain social relations, and use our cultural con-
text and relate to our environment’ (Lamas et al., 2013, p.1).
This paper presents a cross-case analysis of HCD practice in

three Nigerian software development companies. Our rationale
is that although previous studies done by Aregbesola et al.
(2011) and Soriyan and Heeks (2004) indicate that the process
maturity of software development in many Nigerian software
companies is low, studies have shown that software quality
assessments in many software development companies do not
quite often include the aspects of usability and accessibility

(see e.g. (Boivie et al., 2003; García-Mireles et al., 2015)).
Therefore, there is a need to conduct usability maturity assess-
ments in software development companies. According to
Jokela et al. (2006), one way companies can improve their
UCD process and product development is by conducting
usability capability maturity assessments to determine where
they stand and figure out what they need to do next. Another
reason for usability assessment is that many companies only
prioritize usability at the software maintenance stage and this
is not cost effective (Folmer and Bosch, 2004).
Nigeria is a West African country and the most populous

country in Africa1 (~186 million in 2016) and is the largest
economy in Africa2 (2017 World Bank report). There are
about 250 ethnic groups in Nigeria and over 500 local lan-
guages. However, English is the official language. Adult liter-
acy rate in Nigeria was 59.6% in 2014 and 8.5% of Nigeria
residents were connected to the Internet also in 2014. Internet
bandwidth per user was 1000 bit/s. Wireless broadband pene-
tration was boosted by 10% in 2013 as a result of participa-
tion of telecommunication firms such as MTN.3

We provide in-depth analysis and overview of case studies
of three Nigerian software development companies. We
describe software development practices in three companies
in relation to sociotechnical systems development and used
the Usability Maturity Model-Human-centredness Scale
(UMM-HCS) described by Earthy (1998) to analyse the state
of HCD practice in three Nigerian software development
companies. The aim was to identify and present critical issues
for the promotion of HCD practice in software development
companies in developing countries, especially those found in
the sub-Saharan Africa where HCI practices are still in their
infancy. This study would be beneficial to HCI and software
engineering researchers and practitioners, aiming to promote
HCD practice in developing countries. The rationale for
choosing the UMM-HCS is because of its appropriateness to
our need and to enhance the effectiveness of existing models
through empirical use (Jokela et al., 2006; Wendler, 2012).
One of the challenges of existing usability capability maturity
models is their low empirical level and validation (Jokela
et al., 2006; Lacerda and von Wangenheim, 2018).
The basic questions we have raised in order to explore the

state of HCD in the selected Nigerian software development
companies are stated thus:

(i) How are humans perceived in the development of
software systems?

(ii) Are software development companies translating their
perceptions of human in software systems develop-
ment by involving the actual end users?

1http://databank.worldbank.org/data/download/POP.pdf
2http://databank.worldbank.org/data/download/GDP.pdf
3According to the ITU 2015 report accessed at www.itu.int/en/ITUD/

Statistics/Documents/publications/misr2015/MISR2015-w5.pdf
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(iii) How is HCD being practised in Nigerian indigenous
software development companies?

The rest of this study is organized as follows. The next sec-
tion provides a brief theoretical background of overviews of
sociotechnical systems, HCD and the usability maturity mod-
el. Section 3 describes our research methodology. Section 4
presents our analysis, whilst Section 5 discusses the answers
to our research questions and also provides some reflections
for research and practice. Finally, we conclude and present
the direction of our further research.

2. RELEVANT LITERATURE

In approaching this study, we examined the literature on what
could be the important things to know regarding the design of
software systems for human use. Today, interaction of users
with computing devices has gone beyond the aspect of usabil-
ity. User experience has become a criticality for designers and
developers of interactive systems. In order to articulate these
notions, this section provides a brief overview of sociotechni-
cal systems, with the understanding that human is a core com-
ponent and software systems are sociotechnical systems.
Next, we take a brief examination of the HCD and specific-
ally focusing on the context of HCD in the global south, and
finally, we provide an overview of the UMM-HCS—a model
that was developed to help assess the state of maturity of soft-
ware companies with regard to HCD practice.

2.1. Sociotechnical systems development

Sociotechnical systems are a synergy of two systems—technical
systems and social systems (Whitworth and Ahmad, 2014) and
require the co-design of the two (Baxter and Sommerville,
2011; Fischer and Herrmann, 2011). Fischer and Herrmann
(2011) viewed sociotechnical systems as ‘the systematic inte-
gration of two kinds of phenomena that have very diverging,
partially contradictive characteristics’ (p.3). The technical sys-
tems are deterministic, pre-planned and meant to serve the
users’ needs (Fischer and Herrmann, 2011). Social systems, on
the other hand, are nondeterministic, cannot be pre-planned and
serve just their own needs (Fischer and Herrmann, 2011). For
these reasons, the design of sociotechnical systems is always
very challenging (Carayon, 2006).
According to Whitworth and Ahmad (2014), sociotechnical

systems evolved from the era of hardware with the works at
IBM in the 1970s. In the 1980s, hardware was combined with
software and this became information technology (IT).
Microsoft became a leading software house during the period.
The 1990s saw the launch of the era of personal computers
(PCs) and the Internet. However, due to the pervasive nature
of PCs and the Internet, there was an exponential growth of
the number of people interacting with computing devices.

This paved the way into the 2000s when computing inter-
action became more of social interactions. Thus said, socio-
technical systems are a combination of hardware, software,
people, organization and a social environment (Baxter and
Sommerville, 2011; Fischer and Herrmann, 2011).

Software systems are a very good example of a sociotech-
nical system (Bourimi et al., 2010). A social environment
could be an online community facilitated by software systems
such as Facebook, YouTube and Wikipedia; or a workplace
where office applications such as word processor are used.
Whitworth and Ahmad (2014) posit, ‘adding people to the
computing equation meant that getting (a) technology to work
was only half the problem—the other half was getting people
to use it’ (p.10). According to Bourimi et al. (2010), socio-
technical systems are associated with complex issues, which
are majorly channelled through, for example, the user inter-
face and for this reason, the HCI and computer-supported
cooperative work (CSCW) fields give full focus to human
aspects of interactive systems development in collaborative
environments. This is the reason why also many development
activities follow user-centred approach (Bourimi et al., 2010).
Thus in order to achieve an effective design of sociotechnical
systems, wide-range perspectives from fields such as soci-
ology, psychology, ergonomics, computer science and engin-
eering should be applied (Whitworth and Ahmad, 2014).

From the backgrounds presented, it can be argued that it is
not enough to view software development from usability per-
spective, which appears to be a common denominator for all
systems designers and developers. Usability of a system is
viewed from effectiveness, efficiency and user satisfaction
and although the involvement of the user from the beginning
of the development is considered important, the perception of
just being a system tester is quite worrisome (Dillon, 2000).
The value of usability is diminished by limiting focus to the
user instead of a group, and a task instead of the workplace,
according to sociotechnical systems theory (STST) (Dillon,
2000; Whitworth and Ahmad, 2014). Another major problem
with usability is testing. Usability testing seems to be about
whether people can use a tool rather than whether people will
use a tool (Dillon, 2000). STST perspectives when combined
with usability engineering and UCD principles enhance sys-
tems development. One of the principles of STST is that the
work system is the major design unit. Therefore, technology
should give support to a work group instead of an individual
user or task. The major challenge with STST principles, how-
ever, is that they are theoretical constructs and are difficult to
measure (Bourimi et al., 2010; Dillon, 2000; Thakker et al.,
2011). For this reason, Dillon (2000) recommended a synergy
of usability engineering and STST principles to designing a
system. For example, STST can be applied from the begin-
ning to give insights into how the operational criteria for
measuring the system-effectiveness, efficiency and satisfac-
tion can be set such that the needs of the actual work context
where the system will be used are clearly and successfully
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conveyed. Dillon (2000) proposed the involvement of the sys-
tem stakeholders to determine satisfaction rather than just the
actual users. In a recent study, Chilana et al. (2015) corrobo-
rated on the need to involve stakeholders when they share
their experience with a user-centred innovation and argue that
too much focus on the end users make the critical needs of
the adopting company obscure and also ignore the perspec-
tives of other stakeholders.
Whilst the design of sociotechnical systems can be very chal-

lenging (Bourimi et al., 2010; Carayon, 2006) due to human
factor issues such as culture (Carayon, 2006), and project stake-
holder’s needs (Baxter and Sommerville, 2011; Bourimi et al.,
2010) among others; HCD has been identified as one of the
prominent methods to make the design of sociotechnical sys-
tems less challenging (Bannon, 2011; Giacomin, 2014).
Specifically, one of the key arguments is to reimagine and act
out a better world (Bannon, 2011). The author exemplified this
argument by proposing ‘exploration of new forms of living
with and through technologies that give primacy to human
actors, their values, and their activities’ (Bannon, 2011, p.50).
Similarly, it is argued that ‘interactions and meanings are the
result of a process of communication and learning which cannot
be fully anticipated with the original physical, perceptual and
cognitive objectives of the design’ (Giacomin, 2014, p.609).
For this reason, HCD seeks to empower the intended product
users by allowing them to lead the design process by raising
questions, sharing insights and describing their activities so the
solution designer is able to craft the intended solution success-
fully (Giacomin, 2014). The following subsection provides
more insight into HCD.

2.2. Human-centred design

HCD is ‘an approach to systems design and development that
aims to make interactive systems more usable by focusing on
the use of the system and applying human factors/ergonomics
and usability knowledge and techniques’ ((ISO, 2010a) copied
from (Giacomin, 2012, p.2)). HCD brings together applied
perspectives from varying fields such as ergonomics, computer
science and artificial intelligence to produce interactive sys-
tems for human use (Giacomin, 2012; Kesseler and Knapen,
2006; Rasmussen, 2007). There are six principles for following
HCD according to the ISO 9241-210 (ISO, 2010a) framework:

(i) There is explicit understanding of users, tasks and
environments.

(ii) There is involvement of users throughout design and
development phases.

(iii) The design is driven and refined by user-centred
evaluation.

(iv) The design is iterative.
(v) The design holistically addresses user experience.
(vi) There is an application of multidisciplinary skills and

perspectives to the design process.

The broad principles specified in ISO 9241-210 is exemplified
by a model proposed by Giacomin (2012) presented in Fig. 1.
The HCD pyramid in Fig. 1 depicts a set of questions and

answers, which cover a wide spectrum of the physical inter-
action to the metaphysical, of a user with an interactive sys-
tem. The model has at its base a quantum of concerns, which
address basic scientific understanding of ‘human physical, per-
ceptual, cognitive and emotional characteristics’ (Giacomin,
2012, p.6). There are sets of more complex interactive and
sociological concerns towards the peak of the pyramid. There
is a concern based on the metaphysical, at the peak of the
pyramid, for what offers a meaning to the individual interact-
ing with a system.
According to Giacomin (2012), a design that could answer

the questions and curiosities found towards the top of the
pyramid is capable of providing many affordances to the user
and fixing deeply into their minds and everyday lives. For
instance, an interactive system that gives the user a new
meaning to life could as well provide them with ‘ample
opportunities for commercial success and (for) brand develop-
ment’ (Giacomin, 2012, p.6). Thus, the HCD is more import-
ant than just offering a usability benefit to a system.
Today, more software development companies are recog-

nizing the criticality of HCD to the success of their products
(Giacomin, 2012; Maguire, 2001). However, the introduction
of HCD to software development companies is not without
certain challenges. Kuutti et al. (1998) noted that there are
certain conflicts and misunderstanding experienced when
introducing HCD to a company. These challenges include but
are not limited to:

• A low level of process maturity (Earthy et al., 2001).
• Value propositions from business perspectives (many

companies prefer the ‘technology-push’ orientation to
HCD) (Giacomin, 2012).

FIGURE 1. HCD pyramid. Reproduced/what is HCD? P/&D
design, 2012 adapted with authorization of author.
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• The mindset (technical issues, programming and func-
tionality of a system) of the software developers (Ardito
et al., 2014).

Kuutti et al. (1998) suggested that companies should focus on
their awareness, attitude, skills, empowerment and resources
as ways to overcome the stated challenges.

2.2.1. HCD practice and software development in the
Global South

There is no universal approach to software development and
HCI/HCD practice from one context to another. Most of the
approaches to software development and HCI/HCD are from
the West. There are known challenges when introducing these
‘Western’ approaches to other contexts such as the Global
South. Some of the known challenges, which limit HCD in
the Global South include but are not limited to lack of IT
knowledge (Molapo and Marsden, 2013), lack of awareness
(Hussein et al., 2011) and lack of fit (Joshi and Gupta, 2011).
Liu (2014) reviewed UX trends in Asia and revealed that

countries such as India, China, South Korea and Japan experi-
enced different trends over time. In China, there exist local
chapters of the ACM SIGCHI and UXPA that provide sup-
port for advancing UX activities. The local IT market is quite
competitive. Multinational companies such as IBM, Microsoft
and Nokia create stiff competition for local development com-
panies and as a result, indigenous companies such as Lenovo,
Tencent, Baidu and Huawei have been able to advance their
HCI/UX practice over the years. UX practice has also gained
recognition among academics. However, there are no aca-
demic resources dedicated to usability or HCI. Similarly,
there is UX focus on consumer electronic products and online
services but less UX focus on customized software applica-
tion (Liu, 2014).
Citing the work of Joshi and Gupta (2011); Liu (2014)

revealed that the fast growth of mobile technologies has con-
tributed immensely to ICT use in India. Moreover, use of the
Internet and interactive systems also contributed to demand
for HCI and usability expertise in the local market. Therefore,
UX expertise has increased in demand in Indian IT compan-
ies. HCI is also gaining recognition in the universities and
some companies provide support by training professionals to
do HCI works. Government has also recently been promoting
HCI research by providing funding support. However, some
imported usability methods are not suitable for local use,
thereby creating a barrier to UX acceptance as a profession.
HCI university education is also lacking for IT/computer sci-
ence students.
Liu (2014) revealed that Japan is well known for its

advanced ICT industry. Usability engineering gained accept-
ance among usability professionals with the introduction of the
ISO 13 407:1999 principles for HCD. There is the Human-
Centred Design Network (a public organization) that oversees
usability activities in Japan. However, usability works are only

by industry practitioners and not academics. Furthermore, only
few universities offer usability programmes.

South Africa engages in both offshore and onshore soft-
ware development where a local company outsources its soft-
ware development to other countries such as India (Tanner,
2009). Software outsourcing is also a growing trend in the
Chinese software development industry (Ji et al., 2008).

Nigeria is still in the formative stage regarding HCI and
software development. HCI education has just been recently
introduced into very few Nigerian universities. The major
focus of the HCI curriculum is on usability engineering and is
not detailed. Although a computer society exists with its
branches across the country, there is no special interest HCI
group. There is a lack of cooperation between academia and
the software industry and as a result, global standards are not
being followed (Akinola et al., 2009). Majority of the indi-
genous software companies are into customization of foreign
software for local customers (Soriyan and Heeks, 2004). Only
few software companies engage in custom software develop-
ment. The Nigerian software policy was drafted in 2013 but
not yet fully implemented and enforced. Generally, the ICT
industry in Nigeria is not comparable to other developing
countries such as China, India, Malaysia, Taiwan, Hong
Kong and South Korea. Similarly, unlike China, the presence
of multinational companies such as Microsoft and IBM has
not contributed to the local market in Nigeria. Rather, these
multinationals use Nigeria as a destination for selling their
products and not for developing software solutions (Momodu
et al., 2007).

2.3. Usability maturity model and human-centredness

There are a few usability maturity models, which have been
developed in the field of HCI. Generally speaking, models are
developed for different purposes, therefore, their choice are
motivated by the purpose for which they have been developed
(de Bruin et al., 2005). de Bruin et al. (2005) identified descrip-
tive, comparative and prescriptive purposes for developing a
maturity model. Similarly, maturity models have different goals
for their applications, and these goals can generally be for
recommending areas for improvement in a process or certifying
products. Jokela (2004b) identified four purposes in their study.
These include creating awareness, kick-starting usability
improvement programme, monitoring progress and drawing
curiosity. However, only few usability models are validated
(Lacerda and von Wangenheim, 2018). A lack of validation
limits the use of many of these models, especially those recently
developed. A recent systematic literature survey by Lacerda and
von Wangenheim (2018) indicates that majority of the existing
usability maturity models are on consolidated software process
capability maturity models (SPCMM), such as capability matur-
ity model integration (CMMI) and ISO/IEC 15 504. Moreover,
only five of these existing models of which the UMM-HCS is
included offer descriptive process as reference models.
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The UMM-HCS by Earthy (1998) is one of the scales used
to assess the level of HCD practices in software development
companies (Smith et al., 2007). The study by Lacerda and von
Wangenheim (2018) also revealed that the UMM-HCS is
among the very few usability maturity models that offer
detailed procedure planning, selecting stakeholders, collecting
data, rating and calculating the process capability/maturity
level. Other models listed among these few usability maturity
models are presented in the works of Earthy (1999), ISO
(2010b), Jokela (2001) and Salah (2013). The models proposed
by Earthy (1998) and Earthy (1999) are similar. Both models
are tailored towards HCD practice and based on ISO 13 407
(ISO, 1999). The major difference between Earthy (1999) and
Earthy (1998) is that the former defines the process for asses-
sing ‘the degree of capability reached by an organisation in its
ability to perform human- centred design activities’ (Earthy,
1999, p.7), while the latter defines the process for determining
the level of an organization’s maturity to have the capability to
conduct HCD tasks. The model by Jokela (2001) is a process
model for defining usability performance in project and does
not focus on internal process unlike Earthy (1999) and Earthy
(1998). The model described by Jokela (2001) was later devel-
oped and published by Jokela (2004a). Salah (2013) explored
the possibility of usability maturity in agile-user-centred design
integration. ISO (2010b) is a process model for assessing the
maturity of an organization to perform human-centred system
development tasks.
Looking at the existing usability maturity models, other

models that could fit our goal in this study, include Earthy
(1999), ISO (2010b), Nielsen’s Corporate UX maturity mod-
el4 and STRATUS (Kieffer and Vanderdonckt, 2016).
Generally, ISO models are not freely available and this limits
their use for conducting academic research. Nielsen’s
Corporate UX maturity model is a descriptive model, which
describes eight stages of maturity and assocuated attributes,
which an organization can exhibit. Nielsen’s Corporate UX
maturity model does not provide guidelines with which an
organization can be assessed based on the defined attributes.
Similarly, STRATUS does not provide procedure for plan-
ning, selecting stakeholders, collecting data, rating and calcu-
lating the process capability/maturity level (Lacerda and von
Wangenheim, 2018). Our goal was to describe to what extent
the process of a software development company is human-
centred and not just the overall quality of the product.
Although some of the existing models fit our goal, the UMM-
HCS offered better support to achieving our goal.
HCI/HCD scholars have successfully used the UMM-

HCS. The primary purpose for using the UMM-HCS seems
to be descriptive. Liu (2002) applied the UMM-HCS to
describe to what extent the process of five Chinese IT enter-
prises was human-centred. Similarly, Smith et al. (2007) used

the UMM-HCS to investigate the state of human-centred
developments in Indian software/IT development companies.
Ashley and Desmond (2009) applied the UMM-HCS to
describe a case of company that transited from the maturity
level of Implemented to Integrated based on planning, design-
ing and testing an enterprise application suite. In a recent
study, Marchiori et al. (2012) used the UMM-HCS and a con-
jectural model—eTourisim Communication Maturity Model
to determine the state of maturity of seven Italian and Swiss
local destination management organizations. Table 1 presents
an overview of the UMM5.
The UMM has a set of ordered scales on attitude, technol-

ogy and management practices and aims to help organizations
mature towards taking up human-centred approach to devel-
oping interactive systems. The UMM is a qualitative descrip-
tive tool, which also has checklists that can be used to assess
organizations’ human-centredness. A company, which shows
an outright lack of interest in usability, is classified as
Unrecognized. Such a company might be considering invest-
ments in HCD practice as a waste of time and loss of invest-
ments. A company transits to the level of Recognized when it
exhibits sincere but unsystematic attempts to prioritize usabil-
ity concerns in its product development. A company moves
to the level of Considered when it begins to make strategic
financial investments by hiring HCI experts on projects or
engaging in a purposeful organization of training for its staff
(Smith et al., 2007). Such a company no longer relies on
‘good practice’ or ‘engineering judgement’ (Earthy, 1998,

TABLE 1. The usability maturity model.

ID Title
Level X Unrecognized

(no indicators)
Level A Recognized
A1 Problem recognition attribute
A2 Problem processes attribute
Level B Considered
B.1 Quality in use awareness attribute
B.2 User focus attribute
Level C Implemented
C.1 User involvement attribute
C.2 Human factors technology attribute
C.3 Human factors skills attribute
Level D Integrated
D.1 Integration attribute
D.2 Improvement attribute
D.3 Iteration attribute
Level E Institutionalized
E.1 Human-centered leadership attribute
E.2 Organizational human-centredness attribute

4Accessed at www.nngroup.com/articles/usability-maturity-stages-1-4
and www.nngroup.com/articles/usability-maturity-stages-5-8

5Reproduced/usability maturity model: human-centredness scale, INUSE
Project Deliverable D5, 1998 with permission from Lloyd’s Register.
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p.11). A company at the Implemented level should have made
a major cultural change. Such a company has been able to
make user involvement a strong priority in software projects.
The company has realized the need to apply HCI skills on a
regular basis and can develop usable products. At the
Integrated level, a company’s HCD activities have become
mainstream and routine for all projects (Smith et al., 2007).
Finally, at the Institutionalized level, a company has become a
leader in human-centred developments. Multidisciplinary cul-
ture now drives business focus and systems developments. The
rating scale and how organizations can transit from one level
of maturity to another is presented in Table 26.
The rating procedure is presented in Section 4 and the

interview recording form as excerpted from Earthy (1998) is
in Appendix 1, available in the supplementary material. The
full details of the tool are described by Earthy (1998).

3. METHODOLOGY

The exploratory case study approach (Tellis, 1997) was used
in this study and the interview technique was selected as
described by Yin (1994). The exploratory case study
approach was used since no hypothesis was formulated. A
similar approach has been used by Kuusinen et al. (2012).

3.1. Participants

Interviews were conducted with 10 key members of the
development/project teams across three companies located in
Lagos, Nigeria. The individuals interviewed were chief tech-
nical officers, project managers, UI designers, quality assur-
ance specialist, programmer, human resource manager and
the ICT infrastructure and network support specialist.

3.2. Procedure

The focus of the interviews, on the one hand, was to under-
stand the working relationship pattern of the companies, com-
munication and the processes for software development. On
the other hand, the focus was to gain insights into the percep-
tion of the human component of sociotechnical systems and
understand how this perception is being applied to software
development processes, and how the HCD principles
described in the ISO 9241-210 are being approached. Since
there is no prior knowledge whether these companies have
standard HCI teams and practice in place, the analysis of the
interviews was based on the affinity diagramming method
described by Beyer and Holtzblatt (1998). Finally, we applied
the cross-case analysis described by Seaman (1999). We

treated each of our focuses as a case. We compared across the
cases to determine the differences and similarities in how
practitioners perceive human as components of sociotechnical
systems as well as attitude towards HCD.

We selected two small and a medium software develop-
ment companies located in Lagos, Southwest Nigeria using
the snowball sampling technique. Our rationale is that as indi-
cated by previous studies, there is a low-profile software
development practice in Nigeria (Aregbesola et al., 2011;
Egbokhare, 2014; Soriyan and Heeks, 2004). Furthermore,
most of the development companies are located in Lagos,
which is a major economic hub in Nigeria. The three compan-
ies were found through some personal networking and two of

TABLE 2. Ratings in the usability maturity model.

Scale Process attributes Rating
Level A Problem recognition Fully or largely

Performed processes Fully or largely
Level B Problem recognition Fully

Performed processes Fully
Quality in use awareness Fully or largely
User focus Fully or largely

Level C Problem recognition Fully
Performed processes Fully
Quality in use awareness Fully
User focus Fully
User involvement Fully or largely
Human factors technology Fully or largely
Human factors skills Fully or largely

Level D Problem recognition Fully
Performed processes Fully
Quality in use awareness Fully
User focus Fully
User involvement Fully
Human factors technology Fully
Human factors skills Fully
Integration Fully or largely
Improvement Fully or largely
Iteration Fully or largely

Level E Problem recognition Fully
Performed processes Fully
Quality in use awareness Fully
User focus Fully
User involvement Fully
Human factors technology Fully
Human factors skills Fully
Integration Fully
Improvement Fully
Iteration Fully
Human-centred leadership Fully or largely
Organizational human-centredness Fully or largely

6Reproduced/usability maturity model: human-centredness scale, INUSE
Project Deliverable D5, 1998 with permission from Lloyd’s Register.
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the companies are involved with custom software develop-
ment and one is involved with off-the-shelf product
development.
The profile of the companies and interviewees are provided

in Table 3. Each interview lasted a minimum of 45 min and
the questions asked were based on the following criteria:

• Recognition of usability problem.
• Performance of HCD from sociotechnical systems devel-

opment point of view.
• Quality in use awareness and user focus.
• User involvement.

The questions were asked in a structured manner that tied
with the process and management attributes described in the
UMM-HCS. The questions were asked in such a way as to
allow the interviewees describe the state of their HCD practice
as is. The questions were drawn in line with the four criteria
listed. For example, some of the questions are as follows:

• Do software projects fail because end users are not
involved? (When asked one of the project managers
about this question, we got an insight that end users are
perceived differently. For example, in the medium com-
pany, IT managers or top officers who are involved with
project sign-offs in customers’ organizations are per-
ceived as the end users. The day-to-day users of the sys-
tem are simply perceived as ‘organizational users’ and
these are not involved in the development process,
thereby undermining one of the basic principles for
HCD according to ISO 9214-210).

• How do you elicit user requirements?
• Do you consider the experience end users get before,

during and after they interact with your products?
• How do you elicit users’ feedbacks and what do you do

with these feedbacks?

• How do you assign responsibilities to project team
members?

• How much familiar are project team members with HCI
concepts such as values?

• What is your company’s approach to designing for user
values?

• How are humans being perceived in sociotechnical sys-
tems development?

The questions were asked sometimes sequentially. For
example, the question on usability problem recognition was
motivated from the need to involve actual users in projects.
Consequently, the question led to asking about perception of
humans in sociotechnical systems and from this point, struc-
tured questions were asked based on the ISO 9241-210 frame-
work for HCD practice.

3.3. Materials

All the interviews were recorded in audio format and later
transcribed and analysed using the UMM-HCS guideline. The
interviews were transcribed using the EasyTranscribe soft-
ware. The ratings were recorded in the assessment form
extracted from Earthy (1998) (see Appendix 1, available in
the supplementary material).

4. ANALYSIS

The analysis of the three companies is presented in three
parts. The three subsections were categorized in line with the
three questions raised for the study. The analysis is descrip-
tive. The first part is about how the companies approach soft-
ware development from sociotechnical system context with
humans in view. The second part describes software

TABLE 3. Profiles of the interviewees and their companies.

Company size Alias
Company’s years
of existence Development type Interviewees’ role Code

Interviewees’
educational
background

Medium (150–250
staff)

Gamma More than 10 years Off-the-shelf (Software
as a Service (SaaS))

Chief technical officer P1 Postgraduate
Project manager P2 MSc
Head, human

resources
P3 MBA

Quality assurance
specialist

P4 BSc

Enterprise security
specialist

P5 BEng

Very small (10–0
staff)

Delta More than 10 years Custom development Chief technical officer P6 BSc
User interface designer P7 HND

Very small (10–20
staff)

Omega More than 10 years Custom development Project manager P8 OND
User interface designer P9 OND
Programmer P10 BSc
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development processes in the three companies and whether
the processes reflect a human-centred approach. The third part
is about using the UMM-HCS to analyse the level of maturity
of the companies in terms of human-centred development. It
appears, as can be seen in Table 3 that the companies have
high profile staff in their development/project teams. All the
interviewees have relevant educational background and vast
industry experience. The full profiles of interviewees and their
companies are presented in Table 3.

4.1. Software developments from sociotechnical systems
approach

The motivation for development in each company is unique.
Two of the companies tend to be innovative by indicating
they want to be best at what they do (lead in the local market)
or creative. For example, Gamma indicated:

‘One key reason why we settled for off-the shelf software applica-
tions or software products is one, because we don’t want what I
will describe as distraction. We just rather have ourselves
focused… That will give us the opportunity to innovate, to be
more creative, to advance our product pretty well … based on
market intelligence.’ (P1)

On their part, Omega feels off-the-shelf development does not
allow a company to be creative.

‘There is no way you want quality that you will be in a hurry
because off the shelf products are readily available. We also think
off the shelf doesn’t allow you to be creative enough.’ (P8)

However, Delta has a different perspective and believes more in
being flexible. The rationale for this flexibility is for survival.

‘Firstly, to be able to determine survival mode you want a situ-
ation whereby irrespective of if jobs didn’t come you are still able
to run your business.’ (P6)

When reminded competitors want to be innovative, the inter-
viewee (P6) provided further explanations.

‘There is absolutely no way you wont be innovative in the way
the product is, the way the market perceives your value for them
to be able to patronize you.’ (P6)

Overall, each company has their unique motivation for the
kind of development they have chosen. From the explanations
provided by the companies, market intelligence appears to be
a strong driving factor to be innovative or creative. The value
being prioritized in product development varies per project.
The major value the companies try to offer is in solving the
customer’s problem. The value offered is in making the soft-
ware products bring added economic advantage and increased
productivity to the customer organization.

‘Most of the time, the clients have a problem they want to solve. I
think the value is in solving the problem. In solving the problem
you have added value.’ (P6)

‘We always try to surpass clients’ expectations by giving them
more values than they wanted.’ (P10)

‘There would always be a need for off-the shelf application; so
long they are well-written, so long as they actually solve the cus-
tomer’s needs.’ (P1)

Regarding solving problems for clients, we wanted to
understand the perspectives of the companies to sociotech-
nical system development. The responses of the companies
tend towards the same—human is the centre of the develop-
ment focus. Only Gamma appears to be somewhat familiar
with the term ‘sociotechnical system’. The interviewer had
to explain what this term means in order to help other com-
panies understand. The fundamental insight is that practi-
tioners do not explicitly know many or some theoretical
terms.

‘Usually, humans are at the centre, the products are meant to drive
efficiency, quick turnaround time depending on the product in
question. So there is absolutely no way you can talk about any of
our software product without bringing human at the centre.’ (P1)

‘Our default perception is that the human is a complete novice—
the person that wants to use the system we built.’ (P6)

‘The system is created from human-centred perspective. We per-
ceive the user as one that is not so literate. With this we try to
make the system as simple as possible such that the user does not
need to come back. We perceive that the user may not be tech
savvy.’ (P9).

‘Having the user in mind for every development. Looking at
things from different ways. Putting different scenarios into things.
We need to find a balance if a young man and an elderly person
have to use the solution.’ (P10)

From these quotes, we can see that humans are perceived as
an integral component of software systems and user experi-
ence is considered very important. The three companies
appear to do the thinking for majority of the customers.

‘There would be a market for it and most people prefer actually
going for off-the-shelf application, so long as they have the assur-
ance and guarantee that the application would solve or meet their
requirements.’ (P1)

‘We have innate market knowledge of this place. The way you
build the same product for a more advanced nation is different
from how it is in Nigeria. The way we develop our applications is
to make sure that some things are clear to your face (visible), you
can’t miss it’ (P6)

In many cases, the companies do the design thinking for
customers and the goal of the product is to give the user
good experience. This is the way the companies bring their
perceptions into implementing socio-technical system
design.

‘One of the things we strive to do is to ensure that humans usually
have a very good experience working with these software pro-
ducts.’ (P1)
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‘We have a perception that at least we have interacted with some
software and we feel that it is complex for us and if it is complex
for us that have the technical background, then it is complex for
non-technical people.’ (P6)

One of the ways in which Omega designs for user experience
is in navigation of the system.

‘Navigation is topmost; the user must not be lost. While the user
is interacting with the application, the process he is supposed to
take, maybe 3 or 4 steps, we tend to simplify it. For example, a
user want to complete a registration, we try to simplify the process
such that it is not elaborate.’ (P9)

Similarly, both Gamma and Delta indicate priotize aesthetics
and intuitiveness in systems design.

‘First thing is that user-friendly approach. We try to design sys-
tems that user find very intuitive to use. Meaning when you are
presented with that interface, you don’t necessarily require a lot of
training.’ (P4)

‘Just taking you directly to where we want you to be even though
we can still make it aesthetically fine, there are menus, there are
dropdowns, … just I want to go straight to what I need and here
because of our challenge, or of our market, we try to design along
those lines to make it easy, and that is what they call user experi-
ence here.’ (P6).

From the foregoing, it can be assumed the three companies
have the right perception to make systems development
human-centred. The companies study the market, do the
design thinking to come up with solutions customers would
need. Usually, customers are not involved in many cases
because they feel development companies have the requisite
skills and competence. In few cases, customers provide the
basic requirements for the system being built and still rely on
the competence of the developer to deliver a very innovative
product. In the following section, we provide further insights
into how development is being done in each of the three
companies.

The overview of the companies’ perceptions and approach
to sociotechnical systems design is described in Table 4.
The three companies perceived human to be at the centre

of interactions with software systems, and the software

systems are to drive efficiency and quick turnaround time. To
achieve this goal, the companies indicate they approach the
design of software systems with the users in mind so they can
have a very good experience. To ensure the design of intui-
tive software, the companies indicate they focus on labels and
positioning of fields, among other things. Their overall goal is
to build user-friendly solutions, which do not require the user
to undergo an elaborate training.

4.2. Product development processes

The approach described by the three companies shows some
level of HCD practice, especially the use of evaluation techni-
ques such as focus group meetings and user research methods
such as ethnography (Hughes et al., 1995; Viller and
Sommerville, 1999), as well as stakeholders’ meeting. There
is also some level of iterative development, especially trying
to gain users’ feedbacks in order to improve the product. The
affinity diagram technique was used to analyse the data from
the interviews in order to conceptualize the development pro-
cess in each company.
When it comes to development, each of the three compan-

ies has its own approach to the life cycle. However, there
seems to be some commonalities among the three compan-
ies. Market survey is the initial effort in which companies
come up with ideation of the product in order to enhance its
acceptance.

‘Market viability is very key (important) to us before we even
start the environment (development).’ (P6)

‘The current situation with doing off the shelf application is that it
gives you opportunity to understand the market, understand what
the people require, and then you able to innovate accordingly and
respond properly to market demands.’ (P1)

However, the approach is slightly different at Omega where
the team brainstorms on the project at hand.

‘We first try to understand the project together. We both need to
understand our coding approach together. We slice the works into
bits and then merge at some point.’ (P10)

TABLE 4. Companies’ perceptions of humans in sociotechnical systems.

Human in
sociotechnical systems Gamma Delta Omega
Perception Human is at the centre The user is a complete novice User is at the centre and should be kept in mind
Design rationale to

support perception
Software solutions
should be very
intuitive to use

Systems should not be scary and
should be very simple to use.
Users should not be scared
with too many menus and
icons.

The designer should empathize with the user and
software solutions should be simple to use.
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Companies elicit product requirements from customers and
do not involve the actual users. However, product require-
ments are usually not easy to gather for both Delta and
Omega in custom development projects. The reason is that
customers in many cases do not know they want.

‘Our approach is apart from normal standards; clients don’t under-
stand what they want so we advise them.’ (P8)

Some customers would simply use a known website as a
frame of reference for providing their product requirements
without considering associated costs.

‘Customers want something quality like eBay and Ali Baba sites,
but are not prepared for the costs associated with delivering rep-
lica of these websites.’ (P8)

‘We have more of those who say ‘this is my problem and I want
you to help me solve it’.’ (P6)

Usability requirements are in many cases excluded from
requirement and companies tend to be quiet on this in order
not to put them into trouble (additional cost).

‘Nobody write all those down. There is no point setting up your-
self by putting those in a contract. However, some clients give
you those measurable goals and you have to look into those.’ (P6)

‘Here, there is usually documentation for projects and even at that
there are some cases where clients come to ask for additional
requirement and in many cases have to back out as a result of lack
of agreement to take responsibility for cost of additional require-
ments.’ (P9)

Requirement gathering is, however, different for off the shelf
products because the software is already written.

‘We have business analysis where we review your business pro-
cesses because that is where we now go into our solution design
document, which is a solution of analysis of the requirements,
because in many cases unlike bespoke software, we are selling
off-the-shelf packages.’ (P2)

The three companies also have unique approaches to product
design. The process begins from product conceptualization
where techniques such as brainstorming, market survey and
ethnography are implicitly used to identify unmet and uniden-
tified needs. However, this is just for conceiving a new prod-
uct. The process continues iteratively where designs are
crafted, evaluated, and sometimes there may be a need for
redesigns. Focus group meeting is the popular evaluation
technique in use at Gamma where members of staff of the
company with varying IT skills and background are engaged
in product evaluation. Not all the feedbacks are taken hook-
line-and-sinker. Only important feedbacks are implemented.
However, it is not so clear the basis for filtering feedbacks
and modalities that are in place to ensure only useful feed-
backs are implemented. There is a release of the beta version
of the final version of a product is deployment. Figure 2 illus-
trates the process at Gamma.

The approach in Delta is such that after the initial market
survey, company produces a prototype of the product using
the rapid prototyping technique. After this, the product is re-
introduced into the market (potential buyers or clients) to get
quick feedbacks. The prototype is then updated until it is safe
to go ahead with the product.

‘The challenge most of the time is that the user doesn’t know
what he wants. It all depends on the user. You have to do more
iteration. Our goal is to make the need of going back as minimal
as possible.’ (P7)

‘We come up with an minimum viable product (MVP), and like
even though this app has ten thousand features, if we can only
commit ten features, ten very core features and finish the fea-
ture, then we can start selling.’ (P6)

This process is usually for projects the company described as
‘Company Project’. It is on the basis of coming with the
MVP that the company writes the requirements and the pro-
ject documentation. After the MVP, the company produces

FIGURE 2. Product development process at Gamma.
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wireframes and then coding would start thereafter. There is an
indication that Nigerians prefer what is already built in many
cases. Delta motivation for rapid prototyping is to reduce the
costs associated with making later changes. The process at
Delta is illustrated in Fig. 3.

‘We used to do still prototyping, but now our prototypes are more
interactive that you will think we have done the coding. The costs
associated with making later changes when the solution has been
fully developed are quite enormous. We want to minimise this as
much as much as possible.’ (P6)

Omega believes in the concept of showing the customer the
first design. However, the company is being overwhelmed
with having a lot of demos. Instead, the company now
reviews what has been done and rework existing matching
prototypes.

‘What we do now is that we review the project and then do a
prototype of it. Before we turn prototypes to HTML codes, we
have to first agree on what has been done. It is after the agreement
that we now move on.’ (P8)

The process at Omega as can be seen in Fig. 4 appears to be
the traditional waterfall, except that the process from the cod-
ing stage to testing and deployment is iterative. However, the
cost of fixing bugs could be enormous for this company, con-
sidering that this is done after the coding stage.
In summary, the company produces the database, flow charts

of how the application moves and sketches out the structure of
the database. After these efforts, the company goes into coding
of the application, then do testing, fix bugs and deploy.
The approach to testing the software for usability differs

for each of the three companies. Omega indicates that testers
are product owners and sometimes testers are internal staff at

FIGURE 3. Product development process at Delta.

FIGURE 4. Product development process at Omega.
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the customer’s organization. This is however, done if the cus-
tomer provides access to their staff. Some employees are
recruited into a focus group at Gamma and provide feedback.

‘As of now we don’t have a program where we bring in external
users to come and test our applications, So what we rely on are
non-technical users in-house to say give me your perspectives, use
this application and then from that (we collect) feedback.’ (P4)

The rationale is that these employees are also users of the
software. Similarly, Delta begins testing of the system being
built by using in-house testers.

‘We do it (testing) in-house; we are creating systems that normally
involve the teachers, or students, the principal. Somebody takes
the role of teachers, somebody takes the role of students, (and)
somebody takes the role of principal.’ (P6)

However, unlike Gamma, the rationale is to prevent unneces-
sary embarrassment when actual testers (clients) are recruited.

‘This is the first level, the second level is for the actual users to
test the system, then get feedback. The first level users (testers)
give us feedback; we work on it before inviting the actual users to
give us feedbacks. The idea is for us not to be disgraced before
the actual users.’ (P6)

The companies perceive software maintenance differently. For
Gamma, the challenge of maintaining software appears to be a
major reason for not going the direction of custom development.

‘One of the problems with that model is that if as a company you
acquire custom application, you may not have guaranteed support
from your provider because they would have to maintain different
code bases.’ (P1)

However, both Delta and Omega have a different opinion regard-
ing software maintenance. The major concern to these two com-
panies is customer’s unwillingness to pay for the maintenance.

‘I think over here there is no respect given to software companies.
For the projects, there is a consulting (maintenance) arm of the
project. To the client, they believe they are one and the same, so,
even when you are consulting for them and they ought to pay,
they don’t value it.’ (P6)

‘No! Nigerians don’t even want support. They are not prepared
for the cost associated with maintenance. It is only a few of the
clients (companies) that want support.’ (P8).

Additionally, Omega argues that other than cost, lack of pro-
ject documentation is a reason for product maintenance
challenges.

‘Every project supposed to have project map (documentation) so
that whosoever is coming later to support can understand how
things have been done. Things like flow charts in such document
would help.’ (P8)

Overall, Omega argues that the lack of standardizing the
Nigerian software industry is the major reason for companies’
indifferences to product development.

‘If you have standard practice in place, the issue of supporting cli-
ents or maintaining systems would not arise.’ (P8)

Apart from Gamma and Omega that handle coding work in-
house, Delta has outsourced its coding activities to a team
based abroad. The major reason provided is a lack of requisite
skills and expertise at home.

‘We have graduates coming out of the universities and… the skills
are not so good. They are not in touch with modern way of devel-
oping.’ (P6)

4.3. Human-centredness assessments

We provide the assessment of HCD practice in the three compan-
ies, using the usability maturity model of Earthy (1998). The final
ratings were based on the ratings for management practices and
process attributes. We followed the rating procedure provided in
Appendix 1, available in the supplementary material. Table 3 is
the profile of all the interviewees. They are senior members of
the project team in their companies as recommended by Earthy
(1998). The interviewer, who is also the leading researcher
assumed the role of a human factors consultant.

Step 1: As prescribed by the UMM-HCS, the first approach
was to establish to what extent organizations are aware and
mature with regard to HCD practice. This was achieved by
basing the interview questions on the HCD principles defined
by ISO 9241-210.

Step 2: In each company, at least one recent project was
examined. In Gamma, however, based on their size, a project
based on development of an e-payment software service and
another on human resource management software were exam-
ined. A project based on e-learning software was examined in
Delta. A project based on e-commerce website was examined
in Omega.

Step 3: The interview with each interviewee lasted
45–60 min. The interviews went in such a way that intervie-
wees had to explain their processes in line with the projects
being examined.

Step 4: The interviewer listened for the ways users and cus-
tomers were referred to and used the information to elicit fur-
ther clarifications. For example, users are distinguished into
super users (for example, IT managers) and day-to-day users
(end users) at Gamma. In both Delta and Omega, users and
clients (customers) were used interchangeably.

Step 5: The interview questions were carefully asked in
such a way consistent with the maturity levels described in
the UMM-HCS beginning with questions tailored to recogni-
tion for human-centredness. No further questions were asked
when it became obvious the practices described in a certain
higher level were not being achieved. There were few general
questions though.

Step 6: Each practice was rated for each company’s inter-
views based on the recommended scale of N to F.
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Step 7: The form in Appendix 1, available in the supplemen-
tary material was used to calculate the overall rating of each com-
pany with regard to performance of human-centred activities.
The results in Table 5 show that the companies covered in

this study are in the Recognized level. The results, however,
show that Gamma tends towards the next level of maturity, i.e.
Considered compared to Omega and Delta. Of the three com-
panies, Omega appears to be the least inclined towards the
next level. Since none of the companies have yet to advance to
a higher maturity level, we considered the presentation of the
remaining two levels, i.e. Integrated and Institutionalized as
very unnecessary and not relevant to the overall result
obtained. The summary of the results is in Table 6.
The modalities for determining the assessments in Table 5

were based on the responses to the interview questions col-
lected across the representatives from each company and
based on what was observed. Each of the products stated in
step 2 were inspected and questions were asked in line with
ISO 9241-210 framework and cross-checked across key

members of the teams selected for interview. Due to confiden-
tial issues and ethical agreements with the companies the pro-
ducts cannot be fully described.

4.3.1. Problem recognition and performed process
attributes

Basically Earthy (1998) stipulates that management and staff
have to be fully aware of the need to improve certain aspects
of the system being developed from use perspective. The
rationale for rating a company is based on establishing evi-
dences of achievements rather than perceptions. For example,
we are interested in how companies have learnt from past fail-
ures and how they have been able to mitigate the situation by
doing something different.
The e-payment solution at Gamma had initially been per-

ceived as not so user-friendly, especially the aesthetic aspect of
the system. What was done was to redesign the interface and
give it more visually appealing colour scheme. Furthermore,

TABLE 5. Assessment of the companies’ human-centredness.

Level Process Management

Companies

Gamma Omega Delta
A Recognized A1 Problem recognition attribute A1.1 Problem recognition F L F

A2 Performed process attribute A2.1 Information collection L P L
A2.2 Performance of relevant practices L P L

B Considered B1 Quality in use awareness
attribute

B1.1 Quality in use training L N P
B1.2 Human-centred methods training P N P
B1.3 Human–system interaction training N N P

B2 User focus attribute B2.1 User consideration training P N P
B2.2 Context of use training N N N

C Implemented C1 User involvement attribute C1.1 Active involvement of users N N N
C1.2 Elicitation of user experience P N P
C1.3 End user defines quality in use N N N
C1.4 Continuous evaluation P N P

C2 Human factor technology
attribute

C2.1 Provide appropriate human-centred
methods

P P P

C2.2 Provide suitable facilities and tools P N P
C2.3 Maintain quality in use techniques N N N

C3 Human factor skills attribute C3.1 Decide on required skills P N N
C3.2 Develop appropriate skills P N N
C3.3 Deploy appropriate staff P N N

TABLE 6. Overall assessment result of HCD practice.

Gamma Delta Omega
Maturity-level assessment A (F + L) A (F + L) A (L + P)
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there was a known problem with some functionalities of the
system and what was done was to adopt responsive design.

‘When I came in to work, that is 4 years ago now, our user inter-
face is barely functional, there was not much aesthetic about it,
we have a dull yellow colour then and controls were mainly fixed,
so if you are using xyz (not the real name) on a (desktop) com-
puter, it would be different to how it will appear if you are using
it on an iPad. Some fields would be lost because of the smaller
screen, it would be different to how it will appear on a mobile,
more controlled systems because you are not yet on a smaller
screen.’ (P4)

Our business model, our development approach or our idea that
we should put everything on the hands of the end user, as many
that everything we do, the colour, the shape, the spacing, every-
thing, people have to make sure, does it even look well, read well,
because that is the first thing they will see when they login, so we
have to put more effort into how do people interact with this
thing, what is the flow? Is it logical? (P2)

An e-learning application was inspected at Delta. The com-
pany indicated how they have learnt from the past and try to
improve their attitude towards usability of the system. The
product inspected appeared to be quite simple to use.

‘We used to do still prototyping, but now our prototypes are more
interactive that you will think we have done the coding. The costs
associated with making later changes when the solution has been
fully developed are quite enormous. We want to minimise this as
much as much as possible.’ (P6)

The major advantage Delta has is the fact the team in
Nigeria only focus on design. The company’s problem rec-
ognition attitude appears to be consistent across projects and
among team members. For example, the company admits
that they have embraced HCI implicitly because of market
pressure.

‘Maybe not structured, maybe it is the market that has taught the
lesson. In trying to protect ourselves, we find ourselves imple-
menting HCI.’ (P6)

‘Typically, the way it works here, on this side of the divide, it
comes with three or four designs. We have found that it’s not too
effective. It is not cost effective on our own part. Typically, we
insist that we need to have a one-on-one with you so we can able
to capture your own idea.’ (P7)

An e-commerce website project was inspected at Omega.

‘Initially we do demos, however, in the end we realise we have a
lot of demos. What we do now is that we review what we have
done before. There is no kind of design needed now that can’t be
found in what we have done before. What we do now is that we
review the project and then do a prototype of it. Before we turn
prototypes to HTML codes, we have to first agree on what has
been done. It is after the agreement that we now move on.’ (P8)

Despite that there is recognition of problem with quality in
use of products, there is a lack of consistency across projects

and opinions differ among team members sometimes. For
example, regarding the e-commerce website project, both the
programmer and project manager have different opinions.
When asked about how the project was initiated, and whether
the user tasks and environment were clearly understood, the
excuse given was time constraint.

‘The challenge is that it is time consuming to do this. Normally,
something that should have taken you an hour to do and because
you have to pay attention to every petty detail involved, it goes a
long way consuming much of your time. Getting to understand
the users, with differing backgrounds, and the tasks and the envir-
onment being created is a lot challenging.’ (P10)

Although the interviewer felt it could be because of lack of
expertise, the response was that it is because of inadequate
number of professionals in the team.

‘No, It is not about expertise, it is more about the human resource
available.’ (P10)

When this issue was cross-checked with the project manager,
the argument was different.

‘The issue is, wanting the best but not (being) prepared for the
cost trade-off. Still, many despite not knowing what they want
would not accept anything short of the best. This is a challenge
for us.’ (P8)

4.3.2. Quality in use awareness and user involvement
As can be seen in Fig. 2, Gamma strives to build human-
centred solutions, albeit the involvement of the actual users is
not prioritized. For example, evaluation feedbacks are col-
lected from client organizations at the management level and
the actual users are not involved.

‘End-users are coming later into things that have been developed
in many cases. End-users will always make up their minds if this
project or software is useful or not.’ (P2)

The aspect of usability testing is lacking in most cases. There
is some level of usability awareness in Gamma. However,
there is a misconception regarding end users as customers are
perceived more as users. Due to this reason, there is no
involvement of actual users in projects.

‘On projects, you are trying to deal with the key users, not the
day-to-day users per-se.’ (P2)

There is no laboratory to conduct user experience test, and
although the company conducts a focus group to evaluate
their products, the limitation is that company employees are
used as users for such focus group activities. Thus, the com-
pany could not receive more than ‘partial’ rate for the attri-
bute on user involvement.

‘It is not that we have a big focus group we don’t do this kind of
thing, or we don’t have a lab to say ‘change the colour and see
what people react to?’ we don’t do scientific experiment to decide
what is the best colour scheme for this and that.’ (P2)
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‘As of now we don’t have a program where we bring in external
users to come and test our applications, So what we rely on are
non-technical users in-house to say give me your perspectives, use
this application and then from that (we collect) feedback.’ (P4)

Although usability is a part of quality criteria in software pro-
cess improvement, there is no usability testing in quality
assurance process in Gamma and just unit test, regression and
integration. When asked specifically if the company priori-
tizes usability testing, the response shows that when talking
about non-functional requirements, performance of the prod-
uct is prioritized ahead of usability.

‘No, I am talking about performance. How much of a load can
our application accommodate? How many transactions can it turn
at the same time? Those are the non-functional requirements I am
talking about. Our priority is (to) let it work, (to) let it work fast.’
(P4)

Nevertheless, error prevention is implemented by enforcing
users to include the ‘@ sign’ in an email field for example.
Similarly, company guides the users by ensuring the system
displays error messages, when a user does something wrong.
Similarly, Delta recognizes the need for human-centredness.

The company tends to do design work in agile manner. This is
evident in the way they have employed the use of rapid proto-
typing technique to gain quick feedback and redesign. The
company uses human-centred evaluation methods such as
rapid prototyping and wire framing. However, the company
received a ‘partial’ rate for user focus and human factor tech-
nology attributes. Delta has a strong focus on design because
only design activities are carried out in Nigeria; a team based
in Europe carries out the aspect of development. There is a
professional who is responsible for user interface design.
There is no indication of interaction design and as a result,
user experience is not being addressed. The only aspects of
user experience values evidenced in product designs are intui-
tiveness and aesthetics.
The fundamental issue just as was seen in Gamma is still a

lack of actual user involvement in projects, insufficient use of
human-centred evaluation techniques at appropriate stages of
the life cycle, training of team members to conduct HCD
among others. Actual users are not involved in projects; only
clients play proxy for end users. User requirements are eli-
cited from project clients.
Omega has negative rates for most of the attributes, except

the company at least recognized the need for human-
centredness. The project manager in Omega doubles as the
user interface designer. There is no indication of user involve-
ment in projects and user feedbacks are received via user
interaction with a test server. There is no face-to-face inter-
action with users. User requirements are elicited from clients.
Usability awareness is very low and the only user experience
value being prioritized is ease of use. The Company’s major
challenge lies with not having adequate number of profes-
sionals in the team. Another challenge, which Omega faces is

the fact that although customers are interested in the function-
ality of the system, the user interface interaction raises lot of
expectations and this places additional responsibility and still
customers do not want to pay.

‘They are interested in the functionality of the systems just that
the interface usually raise a lot of expectation for the client.’ (P8)

5. DISCUSSIONS

The results obtained from this study revealed there is no
standard practice yet in place in the companies covered. The
companies perceived human to be a critical component of
sociotechnical systems, therefore they want their development
approach to be user-centred. They focus on ease of use, aes-
thetics and intuitiveness of their products in order to bring
their perceptions to reality.
Software development process for each of the three com-

panies varies as can be seen from the analysis. Furthermore,
each company has varying degrees of focus on software qual-
ity. Usually, software development project outcomes are in
terms of the product quality, product size, development effort
and cycle time (Puus and Mets, 2010). It is a known fact that
software usability is influenced by software quality (Lacerda
and von Wangenheim, 2018). The overarching concern, how-
ever, is that in many cases, software usability is not priori-
tized in software quality process (García-Mireles et al., 2015).
From the analysis of the interviews, it appears the companies
do a bit of usability practice and a bit of sociotechnical sys-
tems development. For example, in both Gamma and Delta,
evaluation of products are first done in-house using company
staff and later with the clients. The rationale for product
evaluation, especially from the insights gained at Delta seems
to be for finding a fit for a product, that, is, to determine if the
product will gain an acceptance rather than if it can be used
by the user. However, usability engineering and sociotechni-
cal systems development have not advanced in any of the
three companies. For example, although Gamma has a quality
assurance professional yet they are not doing anything scien-
tific regarding usability of their products. They do not have
UX or usability testing labs.

‘Yes! I think we can get better too, I won’t say it is totally scien-
tific, It is not that we have a big focus group we don’t do this kind
of thing, or we don’t have a lab to say ‘change the colour and see
what people react to?’ we don’t do scientific experiment to decide
what is the best colour scheme for this and that.’ (P2)

Similarly, Delta admits they still lack requisite skills to do
HCI practice and Omega corroborates the fact that standards
are lacking in the industry.

‘I assume I have the expertise but not much challenge from the
clients here in that regard, only few clients make demands on
expertise. Lack of standard practice here is also a cover for many
companies, but as the industry mature and become standardised,
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expertise would become a major requirement for development
companies.’ (P6)

‘There is no regulation. There are no laws being enacted to guide
software development. Standards are lacking’ (P9)

Product size and development effort refer to the lines of code
required for a product and the associated number of persons
required per time duration (Puus and Mets, 2010). The ana-
lysis of this paper shows that inadequate number of profes-
sionals involved in software development projects could be
one of the challenges facing small development companies
and this was indicated by Omega. Omega seems to have an
approach similar to the traditional waterfall compared to the
agile methodology at Gamma and Delta. This observation
aligns with the outcome of a study by Vijayasarathy and
Butler (2016), which indicates that there is a significant rela-
tionship between team size and adopted development
approach.
Regarding awareness of HCI/HCD, the analysis shows the

vast majority of the professionals interviewed are not familiar
with terminologies such as HCI, ISO standards and sociotech-
nical systems. The professionals were only able to respond to
the questions relating to these terminologies after the inter-
viewer had offered some explanations what the terms meant.
Lack of awareness is perhaps one of the major issues regard-
ing HCI/HCD/usability practice. One major problem in
many development companies to date is lack of following
standard practice. A study by Hussein et al. (2011) revealed
there is no significant different in the level of usability aware-
ness among IT and non-IT professionals in the Malaysian IT
industry. Further, the study revealed usability is perceived as
‘common sense’ knowledge among company practitioners.
Therefore, although there is a higher degree of recognition of
HCI/usability in practice, there is a lack of realization in
practice. Similarly, a study conducted by O’Connor (2009)
found that usability standards awareness in five Irish small
and medium enterprises (SMEs) is low and these standards
are perceived as too vague in real projects implementations.
Moreover, companies are not using much of UCD techniques
(Goncalves et al., 2017; Venturi and Troost, 2004). Out of
the three companies covered in Nigeria, none was aware of
an ISO standard and framework for HCD practice. However,
Gamma was aware of an ISO standard, and this is just on
quality assurance (ISO 9001). This could be because of the
inclusion of a quality assurance specialist in their team and
accounts for the reason why Gamma has some edge over the
two other companies regarding their human-centredness pro-
cess. Development companies need to increase their aware-
ness of usability standards and cost rationalization should not
be a trade-off (Bevan, 2009). Furthermore, there is a need for
development companies to make strategic investments into
HCD practice.
One area the three companies still fall short of consideration

of sociotechnical systems development is involvement of

stakeholders. Although, the companies used own employees to
gather feedbacks, the lack of actual users involvement limit
their STS/HCI/HCD practice. There is a lack of government
and customers’ participation in projects too. End users’
involvement can lead a company into focusing on concepts
such as quality in use, and context of use as can be seen in the
attributes for human-centred developments. Two of the com-
panies, Delta and Omega, have difficulty in eliciting require-
ments from customers. These companies can benefit from
accessing published results in the field of HCI and CSCW. For
example, the structured digital storytelling technique can be
used to elicit requirements in the context of ICT4D (Pitula and
Radhakrishnan, 2011). Similarly, Molapo and Marsden (2013)
proposed the Content Prototyping technique for addressing the
problem of user involvement in participatory design as a result
of users’ lack of IT knowledge. Although these techniques are
tailored to the developing context, lack of access to results by
practitioners is another concern.

In contrast to the study by Wale-Kolade and Nielsen
(2016), we do not see any indication of apathy regarding
what the professionals perceived and what they do. In the
case of three companies covered, we see instead, much limita-
tion in that the companies have little knowledge of HCI and
their rationale for adopting HCI approaches seems to be for
survival in the market. HCI seems to be disruptive for one of
the three companies covered. Perhaps, companies are forced
into unconscious learning in this case. However, one of the
companies seems to be sceptical and the reason for their scep-
ticism is due to their limited budget.

One of the companies (Omega) claimed some Nigerian cus-
tomers despite not knowing what they want, still demand for
the best. Whilst this assertion requires further research to valid-
ate in the context of Nigerian software customers, existing
knowledge reveals that customers despite not being able to
express their needs (Rao et al., 2011), want nice products deliv-
ered to them (Berntsson Svensson et al., 2012). According to
the company (Omega), one way some Nigerian customers
demand for the best is by using existing websites such as
Amazon and eBay, which have been built to international stan-
dards as a frame of reference. In this way, indigenous compan-
ies sometimes in a bid to deliver quality products implicitly use
some HCI techniques as also revealed by another company
(Delta) covered in this study. This finding is consistent with the
study of Joshi and Gupta (2011), which indicated that use of
the Internet and interactive products among Indians contributed
to demand for HCI and usability design expertise in the local
market.

With regard to HCDs practice, especially as prescribed by
the ISO 9241-210 framework, software development organi-
zations could be constrained by project timeline and delivery
and this could be more challenging for development compan-
ies in Nigeria where companies tend to engage in community
practice and use in-house methods (Aregbesola et al., 2011;
Egbokhare, 2014). Each of the three companies appears to
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engage in some iterative design work. They used different
approaches to gather quick feedbacks. Gamma does focus
group, Delta does rapid prototyping, and Omega has a test
server where the client can evaluate the system while it is
being built. In some cases, these companies have to go the
extra mile to understand what the client wants. Therefore,
they cannot be said to be following any rigid process. Rather,
they tend to follow what works for them. In the end, the cus-
tomer accepts the product.
The overarching insight is that HCI practice has to be loca-

lized. HCI as a field has not gained traction in Nigeria. There
are very few universities offering basic courses in HCI. The
focus of these courses is on usability. Furthermore, there is a
lack of HCI/HCD/usability awareness among end users or
corporate customers. Towards resolving the awareness issue,
one of the participating companies feel that a possible
approach could be to localize HCI. This is consistent with the
research work carried out by Smith et al. (2010).

‘Yes, I also feel that localising HCI is (important). I think one good
thing is being able to localise these paradigms (approaches). From
my experience with other companies, everybody is doing their
things without so much attention to standards and HCI stuff.’ (P6)

This suggestion is also supported in the study by Winschiers-
Theophilus and Bidwell (2013) where an Afro-centric HCI
paradigm is proposed for HCD within the African context.
The argument is ‘current HCI paradigms are deeply rooted in
a Western epistemology and intrinsically privilege certain
assumptions, values, definitions, techniques, representations,
and models’ (Winschiers-Theophilus and Bidwell, 2013,
p.253). The same assertion is observed by Chetty and Grinter
(2007) when they argued that HCD techniques from the
Global North have to be adapted to the context of the Global
South. Similarly, Best and Smyth (2011) advocated to build
efficient ‘institutional support and organizational foundations
for usability work in the Global South.’
Varying challenges regarding HCD implementation have

been reported in some studies conducted in Africa and gener-
ally, the Global South. Some of the known challenges include
accessibility issues and user involvement. In a study con-
ducted in South Africa, a community-based co-design tech-
nique was used to overcome a challenge of designing a
communication tool for deaf people who were said to be
largely functionally illiterate (Blake et al., 2014). The deaf
persons require a solution to support them to understand their
medications as prescribed by the doctors and correctly dis-
pensed by the pharmacist. Deaf people in South Africa use
South African sign language (SASL) and sign artifacts were
redesigned to serve as an interpreter to SASL. Culture is a
major challenge in Asian countries such as India and China
(Liu, 2014). Literacy level, lack of expertise and the manner
of HCI course curriculum in local universities are other chal-
lenges, which limit HCD in some countries in the Global
South (Liu, 2014; Smith et al., 2007).

The analysis of the three companies shows they are all at
level 1 of usability maturity. Nevertheless, the analysis with
the UMM-HCS suggests staged maturity models might not be
suitable to assess small companies. Our analysis shows that
the three companies tend to focus on the key phases of the
development life cycle. The phases are requirement and ana-
lysis, design, coding, testing, deployment and maintenance.
However, the assessment with the UMM-HCS limits the com-
panies to level 1 because they are yet to fully fulfil the
requirements at the initial level before moving to the next,
even though it can be seen they are somewhat attending to
some attributes found in higher levels. Perhaps, the practice
in the three companies is ad hoc in nature. Another possibility
could be the Western orientation of the instrument of meas-
urement (UMM-HCS). Many of the existing studies con-
ducted in Nigeria have used tools such as the CMM or
CMMI to assess companies’ maturity and usually companies
are found at the initial level (see e.g. (Aregbesola et al., 2011;
Egbokhare, 2014; Eke and Okereke, 2010)). Perhaps, the dis-
course on localizing HCI should be extended to the design of
maturity models. This could help to ascertain the true state of
affairs within different contexts.
While it could be said that there is a low level of maturity

in development companies in countries such as Nigeria
(Egbokhare, 2014), other countries have different statuses. In
India for example, the top 75% of the mainstream IT industry
appears to be in maturity levels, which is above the unrecog-
nized level and the top 25% are well above the implemented
level but not up to the integrated level as described in the
UMM-HCS model (Joshi and Gupta, 2011).

5.1. Reflections

Based on the outcomes of this study, there are few things to
reflect on. First, it is possible that certain practices by soft-
ware development companies connote some well-established
practices in the HCI community and this is unknown to soft-
ware development professionals. For example, in Gamma,
conceptualization of software products emanates from a direct
observation of people’s practices in order to identify their
unmet and unidentified needs and to develop solutions to
meet such needs. This is ethnography and is used in software
development process for eliciting requirements (Hughes
et al., 1995). Ethnography is also commonly used in the HCI
discipline, and such approach was used at Xerox PARC
(Grudin, 2012). However, throughout the interviews, although
the process was described, the word ‘ethnography’, for
instance, was never mentioned. This is described as tacit
knowledge in the literature (Ardito et al., 2014; Robinson
et al., 2007). Another example is the brainstorming technique
used by the experts. Perhaps, practitioners might improve
their attitudes if they are being supported to conduct reflective
practices.
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Second, whether the culture is off-the-shelf, bespoke or
custom development, standards and values should not be
comprised. Standards are there to shape practices. Although
many SMEs from developing countries are not yet there,
potentials exist for very few who have shown positive inclina-
tions towards global competitiveness. The research commu-
nity might be interested in taking a closer look at these
organizations with a view to finding where commonalities
already exist and where contextual implementations have
brought certain challenges. In the case of two of the compan-
ies (Gamma and Delta) covered in this study, a push might be
required for HCD dimensions to become standard practice
and the CTOs in the two companies could be perceived as
change agents considering their backgrounds, roles and inter-
ests. Companies at this stage can collaborate with the research
community. Thus, if HCD is advanced in these companies,
they could become a framework for existing and future indi-
genous software companies in Nigeria. To support our asser-
tion, an example of such an effort in demonstrated through an
action research where HCD was successfully integrated into a
company’s process (Viikki and Palviainen, 2011).
Third, from the case studies, we perceive that in an envir-

onment (national in this case) where the foundation for soft-
ware development is still fuzzy and where development
methods have yet to be standardized but conceived in-house
by individual software organizations, the introduction of a
structured practice such as HCD may not be automatic for
uptakes. The international community should be aware of the
contextual issues such as culture, and attitudes that differ
from region to region. The companies investigated show a
different attitude to HCD principles, which might be different
to what companies in a developed country, would exhibit.
These companies feel that some of the HCD principles, espe-
cially the principle for user experience are somewhat vague,
fuzzy, and not realistic for them. According to the companies,
end users do not seem to have much awareness of HCI
approaches and perceived their involvement in projects as a
share waste of their own time. Therefore, an alternative
approach for those seeking to promote HCD and other HCI
approaches in indigenous software companies would be to
collaborate with these local companies and using local
research institutions, as intermediaries would just be a good
way to facilitate this kind of collaboration.
Fourth, not every small or medium companies, especially

those found in the Global South are not innovative or strive
to be innovative. From our study, we see that one of the com-
panies (Delta) collaborates with a development team based
abroad. Although the company is challenged by lack of
expertise at home, we can see their effort to deliver successful
products by collaborating with a team of developers based
abroad. The insight that can be gained is that indigenous com-
panies in the Global South can collaborate in order to deliver
successful software products. One way collaboration is pos-
sible is in the fact that the Internet can be used to facilitate

collaborative development environments. Although the cost
of hiring HCI specialists might generally not be feasible for
small companies, another approach could be to train some of
the existing team members to conduct special HCI work
tasks. This approach was used in the studies by Bruun and
Stage (2015) and Øvad et al. (2015). In both studies, software
developers from some Danish small companies were trained
to conduct usability evaluation tasks. It might be interesting
for future research, however, to find out what knowledge is
being facilitated by this kind of collaboration. What kind of
knowledge is shared across boundaries and what challenges
might prevail? Outsourcing development is well known in
India but the one we have seen in a company in Nigeria is
such where the tasks of development is divided into require-
ment, analysis, design, deployment and maintenance, handled
by the home team, and coding handled by the team abroad.

Finally, there is a question arising from this study, and it is
to know which would be more realistic for small- and
medium-sized companies, between improving their processes
through a staged maturity representation assessment or a con-
tinuous maturity representation? Our concern is that many of
the models available to companies are based on staged repre-
sentations of maturity and it appears that small and medium
companies would never be able to attain higher maturity
levels. Do staged maturity models help companies to be
acquainted with best approaches and tools they would need to
develop or enhance their knowledge capacity? Although it is
clear that staged representation helps companies to move
from one level of maturity to another, continuous representa-
tion models could be used as complementary models to sup-
port staged maturity models as can be seen with the CMMI.
The CMMI, for example, has been made flexible for compan-
ies to choose from a list of available models that suit their
needs most (Carnegie Mellon University, 2002). Most of the
models (examples include the UMM-HCS (Earthy, 1998),
Corporate UX Model7, KESSU Jokela (2004a, 2004b) and
STRATUS (Kieffer and Vanderdonckt, 2016)) that have been
developed in the field of HCI, are by staged representation
models and we need to develop continuous maturity models
to make process improvement assessments more holistic for
development companies. From our own experience, small and
medium companies feel more at home when they can continu-
ously assess their processes and enhance their knowledge cap-
acity building. Our argument is that as HCI practice is still at
an infancy stage (due to low awareness and knowledge of HCI
approaches, and other contextual issues) in many development
companies found in developing countries (Ogunyemi et al.,
2015; Teka et al., 2016), it could be worthwhile to support this
set of companies with continuous representation models to
assess and improve their HCI practices such as the HCD. Our
assertion is consistent with a recent finding, which ‘concluded

7Available at www.nngroup.com/articles/usability-maturity-stages-1-4
and www.nngroup.com/articles/usability-maturity-stages-5-8
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that staged maturity models fail to enable organization-wide
continuous process improvement. Organizations’ (Uskarc and
Demirörs, 2017, p.25). Another finding is that large companies
and multinationals appear to have a different landscape for
HCI practice. HCI practice appears to be more matured in large
companies and multinationals because of their capability and
for being majorly into consumer software. It is, therefore, not
logical to assess small and medium companies with the instru-
ment defined for large companies. For example, one of the
major issues with the CMMI is that its goal is tied to the US
Department of Defence’ (DoD) need for military software.
Thus, the CMMI was originally developed for assessing the
capability of a vendor to produce military software that should
be built within budget, to time and to specification (Carnegie
Mellon University, 2002). Whether a balance between HCI
process and HCI practice can, however, be achieved and suc-
cessfully integrated into development processes could be some-
thing of interest to future research work.

6. CONCLUSION

The development of interactive systems for human use should
be approached from the perspective of sociotechnical systems
development and a good approach to achieving this is by fol-
lowing HCD practice. It is not so clear what perceptions com-
panies regarding sociotechnical systems development and
HCD are holding. Another issue is that still, not so much is
known in companies located in developing countries.
This paper reports a study that explored the state of maturity

of HCD practice in three indigenous software development
companies in Nigeria. Three exploratory questions were raised
in order to undertake this study. The interview technique was
chosen and 10 interviews were conducted. Although humans
are perceived as central to software systems, there are some
known challenges that limit the realization of perceptions in the
companies investigated. There is a limit regarding usability
engineering and sociotechnical systems development in com-
panies. The major concern is the fact that practitioners are not
so familiar with these terminologies and appears to use HCI
approaches implicitly. There is not so much familiarity with
HCD techniques and few techniques are used implicitly. The
three companies are currently in the least stage of maturity, that
is, ‘Recognized’, using the UMM-HCS. However, there is evi-
dence that the companies are already fulfilling some attributes
found in higher levels of the UMM-HCS. Finally, assessments
of indigenous small- and medium-sized companies based on
stage maturity representation might not be sufficient and effect-
ive enough. The outcomes of this study revealed there is evi-
dence of low awareness of HCD in the three companies, albeit
the companies follow own methods to deliver successful pro-
ducts. The implication is therefore that HCI should be localized
to contexts. Indigenous companies in the Nigeria might require
more collaboration and researchers need to work from inside

companies in order to help integrate HCD/HCI/STST into their
companies’ development processes.

7. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The results from this study are quite revealing and promising.
However, there are some known limitations. First, Nigeria is
a country with a population of over 180 million people and
we have only covered three software development companies.
Our sampling was snowball and the companies were found
through some kind of networking, there is a possibility that
some of the answers to the interview questions are based on a
pre-knowledge of the interviewees. The results should, there-
fore, be interpreted with caution. However, we feel confident
that the results are similar to studies conducted elsewhere.
Moreover, none of the interviewees had any knowledge of
the kind of questions they would be asked, except they knew
the questions are central to HCI practice. The results also pro-
vide insights into how HCD may currently be practised in
Nigerian small and medium software development compan-
ies. In our future works, we plan to explore how practitioners
could be supported to conduct reflective practices towards
HCD activities in projects. Precisely, we plan to investigate
whether the use of self-assessment tool could trigger reflective
practice and support maturation for human-centred develop-
ment in software/IT development companies.
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online.
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